Open complex formation in vitro by sigma38 (rpoS) RNA polymerase: roles for region 2 amino acids.
Non-functional mutants of sigma(38)(sigma(S)) were studied in vitro to identify the nature of their defects. Mutations in four amino acids led to severe defects in DNA binding and enzyme isomerization with promoter fork junction probes containing single-stranded non-template DNA. The same properties were previously seen with DNA mutations at the fork junction, implying that sigma:DNA interactions at the fork junction are used both for DNA binding and enzyme isomerization. An overlapping set of four mutants had defects that appear to be associated with DNA melting to create the fork junction. When mapped onto the sigma(70) structure, these groups of mutants suggest motifs used by sigma factors to melt DNA and isomerize RNA polymerase to form functional open promoter complexes.